Zwift  More Thoughts
Drops vs Experience Points (XP)
Drops

Drops are the virtual currency that can be used to buy faster frames and wheels. However,
various items of equipment only become available at certain Zwift levels. Your dashboard
shows the amount you have "earnt" as shown by the ellipse in the above image.
Here is an article showing what is available for beginners and here is an article showing you
how to accumulate drops at a faster rate.

Experience Points
As mentioned above,
Experience Points (XP) are
accumulated as you ride
around Zwift. Your dashboard
shows the level (1 to 50) you
have reached, as per the
arrow above. To see the
related number of XP
accumulated, access the
menu screen whilst In Game.
Here is an article on the kit
that is available at what level
and here is how to accumulate
XP at a faster rate.
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Pace Partners (PP)
The latest update to the
game (mid January 2021)
has made it easier to stay
with the pace partners (PP).
There are now slider bars to
show whether you are
catching up or falling
behind. These bars appear
when you are between 5
and 10 metres of the PP.
When you are in this range
the yellow progress bar
does not advance
(apparantly). The objective
therefore is to remain within
5 metres of the PP.
If you drift outside the 10
metre range for more than
15 to 30 seconds you will
lose contact and will have
to start again.
The incentive is to
accumulate Drops at a
faster than normal rate.
When you join a PP a yellow progess bar appears top centre of your dashboard. This starts
at x1.0 and increases at approx. 5 minute intervals to x1.2, x1.4, x1.6, x1.8 and x2.0
whereupon after a total riding time of 30 minutes it will return to x1.0. These mulipliers
indicate the rate at which you are accumulating Drops (Zwifts virtual currency which can be
spent on faster frames and wheels). Staying with the PP continues to be a challenge and
requires concentration as it is still easy to overshoot, as you don't have brakes!
The top image shows riding with Dan Diesel having reached the 1.8 multiplier and the lower
image shows the 2.0 multiplier after a further 3 minutes. The progress bar returned to x1.0
shortly after this screenshot.
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Garmin Dual_HRM (cont'd)
In an earlier bulletin I mentioned my
Garmin HRM_Dual, purchased August
2020, had become erratic in the week
before Christmas.
Garmin support suggested replacing the
battery and offered to send a FOC
replacement. The decision was whether
to throw good money after bad as I
needed a specialist screwdriver to avoid
damaging the screw heads (Wiha Phillips
#0 £15).
With this bulletin in mind I decided to go
for it. I have now completed 5 rides with
the new battery: 3 rides competed with
the device broadcasting normally; ride 2 the device only started behaving after 39 minutes
and on ride 3 the signal dropped 2/3 into the ride. So mixed results. Garmin support now
say the device is faulty, so as at 28 January awaiting the replacement.....

Zwift Routes
As in real life you can
ride around the Zwift
routes not realising
where you're going, or
the length of the route.
To get an insight on this
here is a summary of
the routes in each
world.
Activating the link
indicated by the arrow
in this screenshot will
take you to a "Zwift
Insider" detailed
description of the route.
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Metric vs Imperial (kph vs mph)
Being Old Skool I have until now been engrained with referring to miles rather than
kilometers. However with Zwift, experience points are accumulated at a faster rate (7.3%) if
your profile is set to km rather than miles. So my dashboard/heads up display now shows
km rather than miles. The challenge is not to continually attempt conversion from metric to
imperial but to think, for example, that 30kph is a target speed for cruising.

Classic Trainers (cont'd)
As mentioned in an earlier bulletin, I had issues selecting the "correct" Elite trainer from the
options available in the pairing screen. Selecting what I thought was the appropriate trainer
saw me cycling In Game at 26mph when my bike computer was showing 19mph. I ended up
selecting the "Not Listed" trainer option as that gave me the nearest correlation.
I subsequently acquired a Cycleops Fluid 2 trainer as that was specifically shown as a
supported trainer. No joy. I found myself in the same situation as with the Elite trainer and
again ended up selecting the Not Listed trainer in order to achieve a realistic performance in
game.
So for me the message is that classic/dumb trainers up your ability to the next category
unless you select the Not Listed option.
I now use Fuego Flats on the
Watopia Tempus Fugit route
to compare my ingame
speed with my bike computer.
This route is flat for quite a
few kilometres until it reaches
Titans Grove, where it starts
to get lumpy. Having started
the route, turn off the wifi to
remove the drafting effect of
other riders. You should
expect your ingame speed to show 1 to 4 kph more than your bike computer.
Conclusion:  If you only use Zwift for the workouts or to ride routes or group rides, there is
no point in spending a lot of money in order to get an accurate power reading, as you will
only be left wondering about the power accuracy of those you ride with.

Ken Miller
28 January 2021
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